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MYOB Advanced – Tasks 
 

Overview  
 
Using task management capabilities of MYOB Advanced ERP, you can keep personal to-do 
lists, configure reminders for all tasks or only the most important ones, track tasks assigned 
to you, create tasks, assign tasks to other users, and follow up on tasks assigned to others. 
These capabilities help you do the right things at the right time, so you can improve your 
performance and efficiency. 
 
To use tasks the user must have the role internal user and be an employee and they are 
under the Time and Expenses module. The site must have the Customer Management 
enabled. 
 
Tasks can be assigned to yourself another employee or a workgroup. 
 
The task can be generated from within the Suppliers, Customers, Projects under an Activities 
tab 
 

 
 
Example of use can be asking someone to run a report, to chasing up a call, or adding a 
note. 
 
Creating a task 
Click on a the Create Task under the Time and Expenses tab or in the Activity screen “ADD TASK” 

 

 

Enter in a summary of the task None of the other fields need to be completed to create the 
task. The Owner defaults to your name but can be changed if you need to send internally.  
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When you save the task, the system returns you to the form you added the activity from and 
adds a row with the Task type to the Activities tab of the form. 

 

 

Setting up a reminder 
You can set up a reminder for the task by selecting the Reminder check box 

 

and specify on which day before the due date the task owner should receive the reminder in 
the Remind At box.  
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On the specified date, the reminder will appear on the task owner’s MYOB Advanced ERP 
screen so that the creator or the owner can complete the task.  

   

or change its status. 

 

Or if a pop-up reminder is enabled then the screen enters a reminder when overdue and can 
opened or snoozed from that screen. 

 

The record is also under the activities screen of the item it relates to and remains there when 
closed.  

 

Please note: There is currently an issue with the reminders feature and we suggest 
clients don’t use it until Momentum confirms it is resolved.  

 


